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Complex Independent Pro ess Analysis∗
Zoltán Szabó† and András L®rin z‡
Abstra t
We present a general framework for the sear h of hidden independent proesses in the omplex domain. The task is to estimate the hidden independent
multidimensional

omplex-valued omponents observing only the mixture of

the pro esses driven by them. In our model (i) the hidden independent proesses an be multidimensional, they may be subje t to (ii) moving averaging,
or may evolve in an autoregressive manner, or (iii) they an be non-stationary.
These assumptions are

overed by integrated autoregressive moving average

pro esses and thus our task is to solve their

omplex extensions. We show

how to redu e the under omplete version of

omplex integrated autoregres-

sive moving average pro esses to real independent subspa e analysis that we
an solve. Simulations illustrate the working of the algorithm.

1

Introdu tion

Our task is to nd multidimensional independent omponents for omplex variables.
This task joins omplex-valued neural networks [6℄ with independent omponent
analysis (ICA) [4℄. Although (i) omplex-valued neural networks have several su essful appli ations and (ii) there is a natural tenden y to apply omplex-valued
omputations for the analysis of biomedi al signals (see, e.g., [2℄ and [3℄ for the analysis of EEG and fMRI data, respe tively) the methodology of sear hing omplexvalued independent omponents is barely treated in the literature. There are existing methods for the simplest ICA and blind sour e de onvolution tasks, but  to
the best of our knowledge  there has been no study on non-i.i.d multidimensional
hidden variables for the omplex ase. We provide the tools for this important
problem family.
The paper is stru tured as follows: We treat the simplest omplex-valued independent subspa e analysis ( omplex ISA) problem and its solution in Se tion 2. In
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the next se tion, the more general task, the omplex-valued integrated autoregressive moving average independent subspa e task is formulated. Se tion 4 ontains
our numeri al illustrations. Con lusions are drawn in Se tion 5. The Appendix
elaborates on the redu tion te hnique: we show the series of trans riptions that
redu e this task family to real independent subspa e analysis.

2

The ISA Model

Below, in Se tion 2.1 we introdu e the independent subspa e analysis (ISA) problem. We show, how to redu e the omplex-valued ase to the real-valued one in
Se tion 2.2.
2.1

The ISA Equations

We provide a joined formalism below for both the real and the omplex-valued ISA
models. To do so, let K ∈ {R, C} may stand for either real or for omplex numbers
and KD1 ×D2 denote the set of D1 × D2 matri es over K. The denition of the ISA
task is as follows. We assume M pie es of hidden independent multidimensional
random variables ( omponents ).1 Only the linear mixture of these variables is
available for observation. Formally,
x(t) = Ae(t),

(1)



where e(t) = e1 (t); . . . ; eM (t) ∈ KDe (De = M d) is a ve tor on atenated of the
independent omponents em (t) ∈ Rd , where  for the sake of notational simpli ity
 we used identi al dimension for ea h omponents. The dimensions of observation
x and hidden sour e e are Dx and De , respe tively. A ∈ KDx ×De is the so- alled
mixing matrix. The goal of the ISA task is to estimate the original sour e e(t) from
observations x(t). Our ISA assumptions are the followings:

1. For a given m, em (t) is i.i.d. in time t.
2. I(e1 , . . . , eM ) = 0, where I stands for the mutual information of the arguments.
3. A ∈ KDx ×Ds has full olumn rank, so it has a left inverse.
If K = C, then one an talk about omplex-valued ISA ( omplex ISA). For the ase
of K = R, the ISA task is real-valued. The parti ular ase of d = 1 gives rise to the
ICA task.
1 An ex ellent review an be found in [5℄ on omplex random variables. Throughout this
paper all omplex variables are assumed to be full, i.e., they are not on entrated in any lower
dimensional omplex subspa e.
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Redu tion of Complex-valued ISA to Real-valued ISA

In what follows, the omplex ISA task is redu ed to a real-valued one. To do so,
onsider the mappings


ℜ(·)
L
ϕv : C ∋ v 7→ v ⊗
(2)
∈ R2L ,
ℑ(·)


ℜ(·) −ℑ(·)
ϕM : CL1 ×L2 ∋ M 7→ M ⊗
(3)
∈ R2L1 ×2L2 ,
ℑ(·)
ℜ(·)
where ⊗ is the Krone ker produ t, ℜ stands for the real part, ℑ for the imaginary
part, subs ript 'v ' (`M ') for ve tor (matrix). Known properties of mappings ϕv ,
ϕM are as follows [8℄:
det[ϕM (M)] = | det(M)|2
ϕM (M1 M2 ) = ϕM (M1 )ϕM (M2 )
ϕv (Mv) = ϕM (M)ϕv (v)

(M ∈ CL×L ),
(M1 ∈ C

L1 ×L2

(M ∈ C

ϕM (M1 + M2 ) = ϕM (M1 ) + ϕM (M2 )
ϕM (cM) = cϕM (M)

(5)

, v ∈ C ),

(6)

L2

),

(7)

, c ∈ R).

(8)

(M1 , M2 ∈ C
(M ∈ C

(4)

),

, M2 ∈ C
L1 ×L2

L1 ×L2

L2 ×L3

L1 ×L2

In words: (4) des ribes transformation of determinant, while (5), (6), (7) and (8)
expresses preservation of operation for matrix-matrix multipli ation, matrix-ve tor
multipli ation, matrix addition, real s alar-matrix multipli ation, respe tively.
Now, one may apply ϕv to the omplex ISA equation ((1) with K =C) and use
(6). The result is as follows:
ϕv (x) = ϕM (A)ϕv (e).

(9)

Given that (i) the independen e of em ∈ Cd is equivalent to that of ϕv (em ) ∈ R2d ,
and (ii) the existen e of the left inverse of ϕM (A) is inherited from A (see Eq. (5)),
we end up with a real-valued ISA task with observation ϕv (x) and M pie es of
2d-dimensional hidden omponents ϕv (em ).

3

Complex-valued Integrated Autoregressive Moving Average Independent Subspa e Analysis

The solution of the omplex-valued ISA task is important, be ause a series of trans riptions enables one to redu e mu h more general pro esses to it. We elaborate
on this trans ription series in the Appendix. Here, we provide the end result of
this series, the model for omplex-valued integrated autoregressive moving average
independent subspa e analysis. This will be the subje t of our illustrations in the
next se tion.
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The omplex-valued autoregressive moving average independent subspa e task
is this:
s(t) =

p
X

Pi s(t − i) +

q
X

Qj e(t − j),

(10)

j=0

i=1

x(t) = As(t).

(11)

These equations an
by introdu ing the notaPpbe written in a more ompa t formP
q
tions P[z] := I − i=1 Pi z i ∈ K[z]Ds ×Ds and Q[z] := j=0 Qj z j ∈ K[z]Ds ×De .
Here, polynomial matri es P[z] and Q[z] represent the autoregressive (AR) and the
moving average (MA) parts, respe tively. Now, we an simply write the omplexvalued autoregressive moving average independent subspa e task as this:
P[z]s = Q[z]e,
x = As.

(12)
(13)

Now, we provide the denition of the omplex-valued integrated autoregressive moving average independent subspa e task. This means that the dieren e pro ess is
omplex-valued autoregressive moving average pro ess. For the sake of notational
transparen y, let ∇r [z] := (I − Iz)r denote the operator of the rth order dieren e
(0 ≤ r ∈ Z), where I is the identity matrix. Then, the general integrated task
as is follows. We assume M pie es of hidden independent random variables ( omponents ). Only the linear mixture of ARIM A(p, r, q) (0 ≤ p, r ∈ Z; −1 ≤ q ∈ Z)
pro esses driven by these hidden omponents is available for observation. Formally,
P[z]∇r [z]s = Q[z]e,
x = As,

(14)
(15)



where e(t) = e1 (t); . . . ; eM (t) ∈ KDe (De = M d) is a ve tor on atenated of
the independent omponents em (t) ∈ Rd . Observation x ∈ KDx , hidden
Pp sour e
s ∈ KDs , mixing matrix P
A ∈ KDx ×Ds , polynomial matri es P[z] := I− i=1 Pi z i ∈
K[z]Ds ×Ds and Q[z] := qj=0 Qj z j ∈ K[z]Ds ×De . The task is to estimate the original sour e e(t) from observations x(t).
The onditions, when we an redu e the omplex-valued integrated autoregressive moving average independent subspa e task to an ISA task are as follows:

1. For a given m, em (t) is i.i.d. in time t.
2. I(e1 , . . . , eM ) = 0.
3. A ∈ CDx ×Ds has full olumn rank.
4. Polynomial matrix P[z] is stable (det(P[z]) has no roots within the losed
unit ir le).
5. The task is under omplete: Dx > De .
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The ase of r = 0 orresponds to the omplex-valued autoregressive moving average
independent subspa e task. Details of the series of trans riptions an be found in
the Appendix. The interested reader may nd further details and a number of
referen es about multidimensional independent omponent analysis in [13℄.

4

Illustrations

The omplex-valued integrated autoregressive moving average independent subspa e analysis problem an be redu ed to a real ISA task as it is detailed in Appendix B. Here we illustrate the performan e of the algorithm based on those
redu tions. To evaluate the solutions we use a performan e measure given in Se tion 4.1. Our test database is des ribed in Se tion 4.2. Numeri al results are
summarized in Se tion 4.3.
4.1

Performan e Index

Using the redu tion prin iple of Se tion B, in the ideal ase, the produ t of matrix
ϕM (A)ϕM (Q0 ) and the matri es provided by PCA (prin ipal omponent analysis),
ISA, i.e., G := (ŴISA ŴPCA )ϕM (A)ϕM (Q0 ) ∈ R2De ×2De is a blo k-permutation
matrix made of 2d × 2d blo ks. This blo k-permutation stru ture an be measured
by the normalized version of the Amari-error [1℄ adapted to the ISA task [19℄. Let
us de ompose matrix G ∈ R2De ×2De into blo ks of size 2d×2d: G = [Gij ]i,j=1,...,M .
Let gij denote the sum of the absolute values of matrix Gij ∈ R2d×2d . Now, the
following term [15℄

!
!
PM
PM
M
M
X
X
gij
g
1
ij
j=1
i=1

r(G) :=
(16)
−1 +
−1 
2M (M − 1) i=1 maxj gij
max
g
i
ij
j=1

denotes the Amari-index that takes values in [0,1℄: for an ideal blo k-permutation
matrix G it takes 0; for the worst ase it takes 1.

4.2

Test Database

We reated a database for the illustration, whi h is s alable in dimension d. The
hidden sour es em were dened by geometri al forms in Cd . Using that ϕv : Cd →
R2d is a bije tion, variables em were reated in R2d . Namely, we used geometri al
forms in R2d , applied uniform sampling on these and the ϕ−1
v derived image of the
samples R2d was taken as em ∈ Cd . Geometri al forms were hosen as follows.
We used: (i) the surfa e of the unit ball, (ii) the straight lines that onne t the
opposing orners of the unit ube, (iii) the broken line between 2d + 1 points
0 → e1 → e1 + e2 → . . . → e1 + . . . + e2d (where ei is the i anoni al basis ve tor in
R2d , i.e., all of its oordinates are zero ex ept the i, whi h is 1), and (iv) the skeleton
of the unit square. Thus in our numeri al studies the number of omponents M
was equal to 4. For illustration, see Fig 1.
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(a)

(b)

()

(d)

Figure 1: Illustration of our test database. Hidden omponents em ∈ Cd are
dened as variables uniformly distributed on geometri al forms, shown here. For
this, bije tion ϕv : Cd → R2d was used. The gure serves illustrative purposes only,
be ause 2d is even.
4.3

Simulations

We present our simulation results here. We fo us on 2 distin t issues:
1. How does the estimation error s ale with the number of samples? Sample
number T ranged between 2, 000 ≤ T ≤ 30, 000 and the orders of the AR and
MA pro esses were kept low: p = 1, q = 1 (pre isely, MA order: q + 1 = 2).
2. We assumed that polynomial matrix P[z] of Eq. (14) is stable. In the ase of
r = 0 this means that pro ess s is stationary. For r > 1 the model des ribes
non-stationary pro esses. It is expe ted that if the roots of P[z] are lose to
the unit ir le then our estimation will deteriorate. We investigated this by
generating polynomial matrix P[z] as follows:
P[z] =

p
Y

(I − λUi z) (|λ| < 1, λ ∈ R)

(17)

i=1

Matri es Ui ∈ CDs ×Ds were random unitary matri es and the λ → 1 limit
was studied. Now, sample number was set to T = 20, 000. For the `small
task' (p = 1, q = 1) we ould not see relevant performan e drops even for
λ = 0.99, therefore we in reased parameters p and q to 5 and 10, respe tively.
In our simulations: (i) the measure of under ompleteness was 2 (Dx = Ds =
2De ), (ii) the Amari-index was used to measure the pre ision of our method. For
all values of parameters (T, p, r, q ), the average performan es upon 20 random initializations of e, Q[z], P[z] and A were taken. In e onomi omputations, the value
of r is typi ally ≤ 2, we investigated values between 1 ≤ r ≤ 3. The oordinates of
matri es Qj in the MA part (see Eq. (14)) were hosen independently and uniformly
from the {v = v1 + iv2 ∈ C : − 21 ≤ v1 , v2 ≤ 12 } omplex unit square. The mixing
matrix A (see, Eq. (15)) was drawn randomly from the unitary group. Polynomial
matrix P[z] was generated a ording to Eq. (17). The hoi e of λ is detailed later.
The order of the AR estimation (see Fig. 4) was onstrained from above as follows
deg(ŴAR [z]) ≤ 2(q + 1) + p (i.e., two times the MA length + the AR length).
We used the te hnique of [9℄ with the S hwarz's Bayesian Criterion to determine
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the optimal order of the AR pro ess. We applied the method of [14℄ to solve the
asso iated ISA task.
In our rst test the order of AR (p) and the order of MA pro esses (q ) were set to
the minimal meaningful values, 1. We investigated the estimation error as a fun tion
of the sample number. Parameter r of the pro ess was set to r = 1, 2 and 3 in the
dierent omputations. Sample number varied as T = 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 · 103 . S aling
properties of the algorithm were studied by hanging the value of the dimension of
the omponents d between 1 and 15. The value of λ was 0.9 (see, Eq. (17)). Our
results are summarized in Fig. 2(e), with an illustrative example given in Fig. 2(a)(d).2 A ording to Fig. 2(e), our method ould re over the hidden omponents with
high pre ision. The Amari-index r(T ) follows power law r(T ) ∝ T −c (c > 0). The
power law is manifested by straight lines on loglog s ales. The slope of the lines are
about the same for dierent d values. The a tual values of the Amari-index an be
found in Table 1 for sample number T = 30, 000.

(a)

(b)
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0

0
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d=1 (D=4)
d=5 (D=20)
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d=15 (D=60)
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Figure 2: Illustration of our method. (a)-(d): AR order p = 1, MA order q = 1,
order of integration r = 1, sample number T = 30, 000. (a)-(b): typi al 2D proje tion of the observed mixed x signal, and its rth -order dieren e. ( ): estimated
omponents [ϕv (em )℄. (d): Hinton-diagram of G, ideally blo k-permutation matrix
with 2 × 2 blo ks. (e): average Amari-index as a fun tion of the sample size on
loglog s ale for dierent dimensional (d) omponents; λ = 0.9, p = 1, q = 1, r = 1
(r ≤ 3). For T = 30, 000, the exa t errors are shown in Table 1. (f): Estimation
error on log s ale as a fun tion of the magnitude of the roots of polynomial matrix
P[z]. (If λ = 1 then the roots are on the unit ir le.) Parameters: r = 1, 2 and 3;
AR order: p = 5; MA order: q = 10.
2 The r = 1

ase is illustrated, results are similar in the studied r ≤ 3 domain.
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In our other test we investigated what happens if the roots of polynomial matrix
P[z] move towards the unit ir le from the outside. In these simulations, parameter
λ of Eq. (17) was varied. Our question was the following: How does our method
behave when λ is lose to 1? The sample number was set to T = 20, 000 and simultaneously the AR order p, and MA order q were in reased to 5 and 10, respe tively.
Dimension d of omponents em was 5. Parameter r took values on 1, 2 and 3.
Results are shown in Fig. 2(f). A ording to this gure, there is a sudden hange
in the performan e at around λ = 0.9 − 0.95. Estimations for parameters r = 1, 2
and 3 have about the same errors. We note that for p = 1 and q = 1 we did not
experien e any degradation of performan e up to λ = 0.99.
d=1
0.29% (±0.05)

d=5
1.59% (±0.05)

d = 10
4.36% (±2.61)

d = 15
6.40% (±3.10)

Table 1: Amari-index as a fun tion of the dimension of the omponents d: average
± std. Sample size: T = 30, 000. For other sample numbers, see Fig. 2(e).

5

Con lusions

We have given a general framework for the sear h of hidden independent omponents in the omplex domain. This integrated autoregressive moving average
subspa e problem formulation an over several distin t assumptions. The hidden
pro esses (i) may be multidimensional, (ii) an be autoregressive or moving average
pro esses, and (iii) may be non-stationary pro esses, too. We have shown that the
under omplete version of this task an be redu ed to real-valued ISA problem. We
investigated the e ien y of our method by means of numeri al simulations. We
experien ed that (i) the estimation error de reases and follows a power law as a
fun tion of the sample number and (ii) the estimation is robust if the AR term is
stable.
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Appendix
In this Appendix we elaborate on the details of the general K-ARIMA-IPA model.
Se tion A: we des ribe spe ial ases, going step-by-step to more general pro ess
models. In Se tion B we redu e the omplex-valued ARIMA-IPA task to the realvalued ase. This redu tion is analogous to the main lines of Se tion 2.2.

A

The

K-ARIMA-IPA

Equations

We dened the ISA task in Se tion 2.1. In ase of ISA, one assumes that the hidden
sour es are independent and identi ally distributed (i.i.d.) in time. Temporal independen e is, however, a gross oversimpli ation of sour es. Temporal dependen ies
an be diminished, e.g., by an
• autoregressive (AR) assumption for the hidden sour es. This is the AR independent pro ess analysis (AR-IPA) task [7, 11℄:
s(t) =

p
X

Pi s(t − i) + Q0 e(t),

(18)

i=1

x(t) = As(t).

(19)

Here, we assume the i.i.d. property for driving noise e(t), but not for hidden
sour e s(t). The state equation ((18)) and the observation ((19)) an be
written ompa tly using the polynomial matrix formalism: let z stand for the
time-shift operation, that is (zv)(t) := v(t − 1) and polynomials of D1 × D2
P
n
D1 ×D2
}.
matri es are denoted as K[z]D1 ×D2 := {F[z] = N
n=0 Fn z , Fn ∈ K
Then, Eqs. (18)-(19) take the forms:
P[z]s = Q0 e,
x = As,

(20)
(21)

P
where P[z] := I − pi=1 Pi z i ∈ K[z]Ds ×Ds represents the AR part of order p.
For p = 0, the K-valued ISA (K-ISA) task is re overed.
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• moving average (MA) assumption. The observation in the K-MA-IPA task
(whi h ould also be alled K-blind subspa e de onvolution (BSSD) [16, 17℄)
task) is as follows:
q
X
Qj e(t − j).
x(t) =
(22)
j=0

In polynomial matrix form

x = Q[z]e,

where Q[z] :=
Here:

Pq

j=0

j

(23)

represents the MA part of order q .

Ds ×De

Qj z ∈ K[z]

 for q = 0 the K-ISA task appears.
 If d = 1 holds, then we end up with the K-BSD (K-blind sour e de onvolution) problem.

Combining the AR and the MA assumptions the K-ARMA-IPA task emerges:
s(t) =

p
X

Pi s(t − i) +

q
X

Qj e(t − j),

(24)

j=0

i=1

x(t) = As(t),

(25)

whi h an be written ompa tly as
P[z]s = Q[z]e,
x = As,

(26)
(27)

Pp

Pq
where P[z] := I − i=1 Pi z i ∈ K[z]Ds ×Ds and Q[z] := j=0 Qj z j ∈ K[z]Ds ×De .
For the general ARMA pro ess the ondition is that polynomial matrix P[z] is
stable, that is det(P[z]) 6= 0, for all z ∈ C, |z| ≤ 1. We note that the stability of
P[z] implies the stationarity of ARMA pro ess s.
Using temporal dieren es, we enter the domain of non-stationary pro esses. In
su h ase the ARMA property is assumed for the rst order dieren e pro ess s(t)−
s(t−1), or similarly for higher order dieren e pro esses. For the general order r, let
∇r [z] := (I− Iz)r denote the operator of the rth order dieren e (0 ≤ r ∈ Z), where
I is the identity matrix. Then, the denition of the K-ARIMA-IPA task as is follows.
We assume M pie es of hidden independent random variables ( omponents ). Only
the linear mixture of ARIM A(p, r, q) (0 ≤ p, r ∈ Z; −1 ≤ q ∈ Z) pro esses driven
by these hidden omponents is available for observation. Formally,
P[z]∇r [z]s = Q[z]e,
x = As,

(28)
(29)



where e(t) = e1 (t); . . . ; eM (t) ∈ KDe (De = M d) is a ve tor on atenated of
the independent omponents em (t) ∈ Rd . Observation x ∈ KDx , hidden sour e
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Figure 3: The K-ARIMA-IPA model. Arrows show the dire tion of generalization.
The labels of the arrows explain the method of the generalization. For example:
d≥1
`K-ICA −−→K-ISA' means that the K-ISA task is the generalization of the K-ICA
task su h that the hidden independent sour es may be multidimensional, i.e., d ≥ 1.
P
Dx ×Ds
s ∈ KDs , mixing matrix A
, polynomial matri es P[z] := I− pi=1 Pi z i ∈
Pq∈ K
j
Ds ×De
Ds ×Ds
K[z]
and Q[z] := j=0 Qj z ∈ K[z]
. The goal of the K-ARIMA-IPA
task is to estimate the original sour e e(t) from observations x(t).
Our K-ARIMA-IPA assumptions are listed below:

1. For a given m, em (t) is i.i.d. in time t.
2. I(e1 , . . . , eM ) = 0.
3. A ∈ KDx ×Ds has full olumn rank.
4. Polynomial matrix P[z] is stable.
The K-ARMA-IPA task orresponds to the r = 0 ase.
The relations amongst the dierent tasks are summarized in Fig. 3.

B

De omposition of the

C-uARIMA-IPA

Model

Here, we redu e the C-ARIMA-IPA task to R-ISA for the under omplete ase (Dx >
De ; C-uARIMA-IPA; letter `u' is to show the restri tion for the under omplete
ase). The redu tion takes two steps:
1. In Se tion B.1, the C-uARIMA-IPA task is redu ed to the R-uARIMA-IPA
task.
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2. The R-uARIMA-IPA task an be solved following the route suggested in [10℄,
be ause it an be redu ed to the R-ISA task. The under omplete assumption
is used in the se ond step only. For the sake of ompleteness, we also provide
a des ription of the se ond step (Se tion B.2).
In addition to the onditions of the ARIMA-IPA task, we assume that Q[z] has left
inverse. In other words, there exists a polynomial matrix W[z] ∈ R[z]De ×Ds su h
that W[z]Q[z] = IDe (thus Ds > De )3 .
B.1

Redu ing the Complex ARIMA-IPA Task to Real Variables

Here we redu e the tasks of Fig. 3, whi h have omplex variables to real variables.
In parti ular, we redu e the C-uARIMA-IPA problem to the R-uARIMA-IPA task.
One may apply ϕv to the (28)-(29) C-ARIMA-IPA equations (with K =C) and
use (6)-(8). The result is as follows:
ϕM (P[z])∇r [z]ϕv (s) = ϕM (Q[z])ϕv (e),
ϕv (x) = ϕM (A)ϕv (s).

(30)
(31)

Given that (i) the independen e of em ∈ Cd is equivalent to that of ϕv (em ) ∈ R2d ,
and (ii) the stability of ϕM (P[z]) and the existen e of the left inverse of ϕM (Q[z])
are inherited from P[z] and Q[z], respe tively (see Eqs. (4) and (5)), we end up with
an R-ARIMA-IPA task with (p, r, q) parameters and M pie es of 2d-dimensional
hidden omponents ϕv (em ).
B.2

Redu tion of

R-uARIMA-IPA

to

R-ISA

We ended up with a R-uARIMA-IPA task in Se tion B.1. This task an be redu ed
to a R-ISA task as it has been shown in [10℄. The redu tion requires two steps: (i)
temporal dieren ing and (ii) linear predi tion. These steps are formalized by the
following lemmas:

Lemma 1. Dierentiating the observation x of an R-(u)ARIMA-IPA task in rth

order one obtains an R-(u)ARMA-IPA task:

P[z] (∇r [z]s) = Q[z]e,
r

r

∇ [z]x = A (∇ [z]s) ,

(32)
(33)

(where, the relation zx = A(zs) has been used).
We note that polynomial matrix ϕM (Q[z]) derived from the C-uARIMA-IPA
task has a left inverse (see Se tion B.1). Thus, we an apply the above quoted
linear predi tion based result:
3 One an show for D > D that under mild onditions Q[z] has left inverse with probability
s
e
1 [12℄; e.g., when the matrix [Q0 , . . . , Qq ] is drawn from a ontinuous distribution.
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C-uARIMA-IPA

/ R-uARMA-IPA
/ R-ISA
/ R-uARIMA-IPA
⇓
⇓
⇓
ϕv ,ϕM
∇r [z]
ŴAR [z], ŴPCA

Figure 4: Redu tion of C-uARIMA-IPA to R-ISA. Prex `u': under omplete ase.
Double arrows: transformations of the redu tion steps. Estimated R-ISA separation matrix: ŴISA . ŴR−ARIMA [z] = ŴISA ŴPCA ŴAR [z]∇r [z]. Estimated
sour e: ŴR−ARIMA [z]ϕv (x), or after transforming ba k to the omplex spa e
ê = ϕ−1
v [ŴR−ARIMA [z]ϕv (x)].

Lemma 2. In the R-uARMA-IPA task, observation pro ess x(t) is autoregressive
and its innovation x̃(t) := x(t) − E[x(t)|x(t − 1), x(t − 2), . . .] is AQ0 e(t), where
E[·|·] denotes the onditional expe tation value. Consequently, there is a polynomial
matrix WAR [z] ∈ R[z]Dx ×Dx su h that WAR [z]x = AQ0 e.
Thus, AR t of ∇r [z] (ϕv [x(t)]) an be used for the estimation of ϕM (AQ0 )ϕv [e(t)].
This innovation orresponds to the observation of an under omplete R-ISA model
(Dx > De ), whi h an be redu ed to a omplete R-ISA (Dx = De ) using prin ipal omponent analysis (PCA). Finally, the solution an be nished by any R-ISA
pro edure. The steps of our algorithm are summarized in Fig. 4.
The redu tion pro edure implies that the derived hidden omponents ϕv (em )
an be re overed only up to the ambiguities of the R-ISA task [18℄: omponents
of (identi al dimensions) an be re overed only up to permutations. Within ea h
subspa es, unambiguity is warranted only up to linear transformations that an be
redu ed to orthogonal transformations provided that both the hidden sour e (e)
and the observation are white; their expe tation values are 0 and the ovarian e
matri es are identity matri es. These onditions make no loss to the generality of
our solution. Noti e that the unitary property of matrix M is equivalent to the
orthogonality of matrix ϕM (M) [8℄. Thus, apart from a permutation of the omponents, we an reprodu e omponents em only up to an unitary transformation.
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